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Cashtronic MVX
Pneumatic Tube Systems for retail

Cashtronic®MVX Two-Way
The most versatile on the market

Cashtronic®MVX One-Way
Functionality and low budget

90MM, 110MM, 160MM

63MM,90MM, 110MM, 160MM

Cashtronic®MVX Two-way is the system that can
take care of the total cash and valuables flow in any
store, such as:
- deposit of cash into safe or to the back-office
- distribution of change from the back-office to the
check-out line
- transport of valuables such as lottery tickets,
receipts, etc.

As the name states, Cashtronic®MVX One-way differs from Cashtronic®MVX Two-way by the cash and
valuables are transported in one direction. Generally, as in other Oneway systems, all transports go to
one address — to a safe or to a back-office. But,
here the similarity of the Cashtronic®MVX One-way
with the other one-way systems on the market ends.

To provide the best possible transport abilities,
Cashtronic®MVX Two-way can be configured
according to “from all — to all” principle, or as
ascribed by customer’s security and administration
requirements.
The Main Control Unit of Cashtronic®MVX Two-way
differs from other systems on several distinct
points:
- easy programming
- user-friendly interface
- all system messages are presented in clear text
Also, the security functions of the system are the
best on the market:
- tracking carriers during transport
- system has control of carrier during send and receive with alarm function
- optional connection to a PC for using Hanter
software for extended system statistics
Using Hanter Heavy Duty carriers, Cashtronic®MVX
Two-way can lift up under the most conditions
2-2,5kg heavy loads, which is the market leading
figure.

Cashtronic®MVX Main Control Unit offers complete
flexibility between both Two-way units and One-way
units. It gives a unique possibility to equip the check
-out line with inexpensive One-way units and combine the system with Two-way units to selected locations in the store.
The system programming and security advantages
of Cashtronic®MVX One-way are as good as in the
Cashtronic®MVX Two-way:
- user-friendly Main Control Unit with system status
messages presented in clear text
- possibility of tracking carriers during transport
- possibility to check carriers’ send and arrival
status
- heavy duty carriers that can be used for heavy
loads
- optional connection to a PC for using Hanter
software for extended system statistics

Cashtronic®02
One- or Two- Way

63MM, 90MM, 110MM, 160MM
When transportation is needed just between two
points, Cashtronic®02 is a very popular system. The
main arguments for Cashtronic®02 are low cost, big
variety of stations (slide stations, cabinets, safes and
other) and extraordinary reliability.
Hanter IT has developed solutions that can be
adjusted for transport of goods, samples,
documents, cash and valuables.

Hanter IT Carriers

Some variants of Cashtronic®02 are made to
require as little installation as possible: connect the
tubes and plug in the system. Done!

Hanter IT has chosen to develop one flexible
system platform that can be used in different
ways to solve each individual task.

Some tasks require ergonomic solutions, while other
— rigid. Therefore Hanter IT has developed carriers
with Swivel Cap and Screw Cap in different
dimensions.
Swivel Cap carriers are ideal for transport of banknotes, documents, samples and to some extend
coins.

Such decision has several important advantages:

All Hanter Screw Cap carriers are heavy duty and are
perfect for heavy weights handling (for example
coins).

- our customers don’t have to be familiar with
several systems, just one. This is why
Cashtronic®MVX is perfect for chain clients,
since the Hanter solution can be standardized for all store
formats.

110mm Screw Cap Hanter carriers can also be
secured by security seals with serial number on. The
carriers can on request be produced in the several
colors and with the customer’s logotype on.

- all Cashtronic®MVX variants can be
equipped with carrier send/arrival control
and can track carriers through the system to
eliminate possibility of theft
- Cashtronic®MVX systems have user-friendly
control unit with all system messages presented in clear text
- using Cashtronic®MVX simplifies service and
maintenance tasks, because the systems
have the same programming platform and
electronics

Cashtronic®MVX
Cash Handling Systems

About Hanter IT
HANTER INGENJÖRSTEKNIK AB is one of Europe’s leading suppliers of material
handling and pneumatic tube systems to industry, trade and hospitals. Since the 1960’s,
experience combined with advanced new thinking has made Hanter Ingenjörsteknik
specialists in modern and efficient conveyor systems.
Our products are designed and manufactured in order to provide the best quality to ensure
reliability and a long product life.
In close co-operation with our customers current transport requirements are
identified. With an overall view and great experience we can offer reliable and cost-effective
solutions.
With our own design department and manufacturing we achieve short lead times and great
flexibility. Prior to delivery we make the necessary checks and tests in our workshop. Our
experienced fitters carry out mechanical and electrical installation work. Our commitment
also includes the training of operators and maintenance staff.
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